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Motivation
Shape decomposition is fundamental in human vision and shape
recognition. For example, Minima rule states that human perceive
shape as a collection of near convex parts.

Issues
Complex shapes usually have many holes
resulting from (1) overlapping objects; (2)
inner structures or (3) sensor noise.
examples of complex shapes
Existing methods focus on simple shapes
either (1) provide no special care about
holes or (2) decompose until no hole left.

Contribution
Base on the idea of nearly convex parts,
we handle shapes that have either
structurally important holes or holes due
to topological noise

human segmentation

Dual-space Decomposition (DuDe): a divide-andconquer approach
1. Decompose the complementary of input first;
2. Use the result from step 1 to assist the
decomposition of original shape
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Human segmentation
1. Collected via Amazon Mechanical Turk
2. 142 people, 3818 segmentation
3. Each person takes 90+ seconds and
produces 8.12 cuts per shape

Results
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① input ② decomposition of pockets ③ detected intolerable
concave features ④ simplified polygon ⑤ candidate cuts
from Delaunay triangulation of simplified polygon

We evaluation the qualify of decomposition by
1. Rand Index (RI)

Final Cut Selection
Solve a 0-1 integer linear programming

2. Cut Coverage (CC)
Mean values and standard variation of RI and CC
for Human, DUDE, MNCD [2] and ACD [1].

segmentation from
existing method

Measure Concavity
Bridge: dash line
Pocket: H
Concavity:
Distance from a
point to bridge
(e.g. the arrow)
Concave features: the vertices
on the variational approximation
shape of the pocket.
(e.g. the red point)
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Where S is the score, R is the set of candidate cut, x is a
0-1 vector of size ||R||.

Holes
DuDe can handle holes naturally.
Concavity is measured as
accumulated distance
concavity(x) = dist(x, β0)+dist(β0, β2)
How to get β0, β1 and β2 ?
- Decompose the pocket, it is easier
than the original polygon. (Duality)

Our benchmark and source will be open to the public
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